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nThrive™ Showcases Patient-to-Payment Portfolio at AHIMA 2016
Enhanced HIM technology platform and next generation healthcare education solution on display
Baltimore, MD, October 16, 2016 – nThrive™, an independent patient-to-payment℠ solutions company, is
helping providers flourish to the highest level at the AHIMA Convention and Exhibit, October 15-19, 2016, at the
Baltimore Convention Center in Baltimore (Booth #604).
Visitors to the nThrive booth #604 will have a chance to participate in a solution demonstration to learn more
about the enhanced nThrive Health Information Management (HIM) Technology Platform featuring new,
expanded Patient Risk Identification Alerts. This integrated platform can help HIM teams improve revenue, while
elevating clinical quality through greater risk awareness and proactive risk identity. The nThrive platform is able to
detect documentation and coding errors earlier.
Additionally, visitors have a chance to see the next generation of healthcare education, Precyse University DNA™
soon to be branded nThrive Education, a tailored online education, performance management, and benchmarking
solution enabling healthcare providers to implement structured, personalized training programs for coders, patient
access staff, billers, clinical documentation improvement specialists, physicians, and others.
AHIMA attendees can also explore other aspects of the nThrive portfolio, including:




Revenue cycle advisory solutions and outsourcing services;
KnowledgeSource, the preeminent data source for all coding regulations;
Analytics platform that supports the revenue cycle, HIM services, HIM technologies and provides
advanced payment model, physician MSO services, and hospital and practice improvement insights.

About nThrive
nThrive is built on a legacy of excellence. In the past you knew us as MedAssets, Precyse and Equation. While
each formerly a leader in its own right, we’ve combined our talents and capabilities into a single enterprise. From
patient-to-payment, we’ll provide all the technology, advisory expertise, services, analytics and education
programs healthcare providers need to thrive in the communities they serve. For more information, please visit
www.nthrive.com.
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